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Among the routine inspection tasks of the Sheremetyevo customs office are tasks stemming
from international commitments of Russia to prevent proliferation of nuclear weapons and
material that can be used for making these weapons. These tasks are:

- radiation monitoring of all vehicles, passengers, their luggage and goods crossing the
state border;

- inspection of fissionable and radioactive materials (FRM) legally transported by
participants in the foreign trade activities with a view to checking that the declared data
fully correspond to the actual radioactive cargo.

(a) Organizational measures

The Sheremetyevo customs office has a department whose personnel is specially trained in
radiation monitoring and can operate radiometric and spectrometric instruments. These
specialists are included in shifts on duty responsible for customs clearing and inspection and
carry out continuous radiation monitoring of passengers and their luggage, vehicles and goods
crossing the border. They work on the 24-hour basis, which allows quickly and skillfully
localizing the detected radiation source and avoiding direct contact of customs officers,
airport personnel, and passengers with the radioactive item.

(b) Technical measures

They include provision and everyday use of radiation monitoring instrumentation, classified
as

- stationary equipment of primary radiation monitoring (SEPRM);

- hand-held instruments for additional radiation monitoring (RM);

spectrometric equipment for control of legal FRM transport.

The customs procedure for monitoring of fissionable and radioactive materials is divided into
three stages.

Stage I, primary RM. It is. carried out by stationary FRM detection systems Yantar for
customs applications installed on the customs inspection line next to the X-ray inspection
equipment (XIE). These systems operate on a continuous automatic basis in co-ordination
with the other elements of the general customs inspection system. A scheme like this provides
comprehensive RM of everything that crosses the customs border and allows radiation
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sources to be quickly detected in the total traffic of passengers and goods. If the Yantar
system produces an alarm signal, the customs clearance of the passenger stops and our officer
turns to the second stage of radiation monitoring.

It should be mentioned that at stage I the alarm-causing item is recorded by video cameras
fixed on the Yantar racks and automatically switched on in the case of alarm. The recorded
picture is then printed out (with the number of the monitor, date and time of the event) and
can be used for ensuing legal procedure.

Stage II, additional RM. It is carried out by our officer who uses hand-held instruments. His
tasks are:

- to find out the cause of alarm produced by the SEPRM;

- to seek and localize the radiation source in the passenger's luggage;

- to measure the maximum exposure dose rate (EDR) on the luggage surface and to
assess the situation in terms of radiation hazard for the surrounding people;

- to check the passenger's luggage for surface contamination;

- to perform primary identification of the detected radioactive source.

Stage III, profound radiation examination. It is carried out by licensed expert organizations to
draw final conclusions about the detected radiation source.

This scheme is used to fulfil the first of the above nonproliferation tasks. As to the other task,
i.e. control of legal FRM traffic, the scheme is as follows: stage 1, check of documentation
followed by standard customs clearance and inspection procedures, and stage 2, direct
inspection of the FRM.

Check of documentation consists primarily of checking the permission documents (licenses,
permits of State Atomic Inspection), certificates permitting transport of FRM, certificates for
container design, quota papers, and other documents required for customs inspection.

In the course of customs inspection with spectrometric instruments without opening the
containers the correspondence of the declared radionuclides, their amount, uranium
enrichment level to the transport documents is verified and compliance with the FRM
transport safety regulations is checked. In addition, packages with FRM are weighed and X-
rayed with the X-ray inspection equipment. If any discrepancy is found in the parameters of
the goods, customs clearing is suspended and a statement of customs regulations breaking is
made up. The regulations-breaking item is handed in to one of the appropriate licensed
laboratories for expert's examination and based on the expert's conclusion a decision is taken
to start legal proceeding against the regulations breaker.

This is the scheme of customs radiation monitoring at the international airport Sheremetyevo.

The efficiency of the scheme is illustrated by the following figures. In 1997, when appropriate
technical means and trained personnel were lacking, there were only 2 events of detecting
items with a rather high radioactivity level in the luggage. In 1999, after the entire radiation
monitoring system was fully deployed (i.e. the flight checkpoint was equipped with technical
means of RM, personnel was trained, special technologies and algorithms were developed),
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there were 61 events of radiation detection, and in 2000 there have been 90 events, including
breaches of legal FRM traffic regulations through disagreement of declared and actual
parameters.

We believe that the above-considered organization of radiation monitoring allows effective
and quite reliable control of and adequate response to possible illicit transport of FIRM
through the airport Sheremetyevo to other countries, including CIS.

In the near future we plan to increase the efficiency of the radiation monitoring by integrating
the currently operational customs-used stationary FRM detection systems into a single
information network capable of providing simultaneous video-aided continuous nuclear
monitoring at three terminals (Sheremetyevo-1, Sheremetyevo-2, Sheremetyevo-Cargo) with
display of information at the workstation of the duty customs inspector.
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